
livia across utrecht"

netherlands and walking here both in culemborg as well as taking a long walk with 

and   across   the   ugly   western   suburbs   till   in   the   end   making   it   back   to   the 

walking extensively from the station all the way through the cimitero monumentale 

making it on top of the hills to see some ruins and spending a whole day in milan 

walking  both  in  venice  and  in  vicenza  also  exploring  the  nice  town  of  brendola 

installation with the snow and the mud not allowing me to use my tractor and then 

05135: "at first walking only from my mountain apartment to the field of my cube 

more mighty netherlands with some sunny days and some colder gray ones"

myrthe in mestre but experiencing a lot of rain there and finally going back to a 

feeling quite cold at night and getting a little warmer weather reaching livia and 

snow storms and only a few days of sun allowing to work on my installation and 

16135: "a terrible spring experienced in italy especially in the mountains with 

some wind making it hard to bike"

and finally coming back to the netherlands with a much more pleasant weather yet 

milan on a sunny day only experiencing the wind channeling in the high buildings 

difficult to weld and then again a day of powerful wind and rain before going to 

experiencing  later  some  cold  wind  while  working  on  my  installation  making  it 

locked in the apartment with a terrible snow storm in the middle of the spring and 

18131:  "experiencing   some   ok   weather   in   the   mountains   but   then   having   to   be 

primary colours and spending quite some time smoothing the borders digitally"

almost not having any blue flow across it but continuing the flow of the other 

07165: "painting executed now taking advantage of livia long afternoon naps and 

following the entire flow of all the colours from the previous painting"

07164: "painting executed now in a simple fashion letting go to the blue flow and 

neighbour hunters in the mountains and my tenants in venice"

focus  with  several  issues  feeling  my  head  mostly  concerning  disputes  with  my 

in empty roads and back in the netherlands also recording but feeling quite out of 

09099: "recording a bit of my thoughts while walking with livia around in mestre 

about in the media"

protests  with  victims  but  also  a  big  ebola  outbreak  in  congo  not  really  talked 

12167:  "many   minor   terror   related   attacks   all   around   the   world   and   riots   and 

frameworks"

symbolizing  the  rise  and  fall  of  humans  within  the  computer  generated  social 

08102:  "improvising   the   story   of   a   krill   with   a   binary   intelligence   somewhat 

constantly move them and make sure that they keep the level"

installation on the ground and welding them with my back quite in pieces having to 

06142: "finally managing with great effort to put all the metal bars of the cube 



the chart being blocked by the wind and having to go very slow"

supplies and going quite fast there but finding it very hard on the way back with 

a  chart  in  the  back  of  the  bike  to  carry  the  latter  along  with  food  and  water 

06145: "biking to cas and petra forest house this time with myrthe and livia and  

attacks"

main   headlines   of   casualties   with   several   accidents   and   a   few   minor   terror 

finding several hidden headlines about casualties all around the world and some 

12168:  "back  in  the  netherlands  checking  the  news  even  more  than  twice  a  day 

having biked so much in the last months"

pride there and biking back in the same day finding some good energy despite not 

06144: "biking still alone making it now all the way to utrecht to check the gay 

beat and then going on my racing bike speeding quite fast despite the wind"

at  first  going  with  myrthe  and  livia  but  not  really  reaching  high  enough  heart 

up the field before making it back to the netherlands and resuming my biking there 

06143: "still dismantling the scaffolding in the mountain installation and fixing 

fully elaborate my thoughts mostly feeling afraid to be heard by others"

walking  in  bigger  city  like  in  utrecht  and  amsterdam  and  not  feeling  unable  to 

09100: "recording thoughts now walking with livia around culemborg but also while 

biking a lot in the almost empty roads"

utrecht  and  another  day  while  walking  with  livia  in  amsterdam  and  beside  that 

plane and finally back in fresh netherlands only breathing some traffic while in 

boarding in venice breathing a lot of gasoline on the bus waiting to board the 

staying  with  livia  in  mestre  with  a  lot  of  rain  and  no  traffic  till  at  last 

and experiencing a lot of traffic in milan during a day spent there and then again 

experiencing traffic at my parents in vicenza beside days of rain with no traffic 

15120:   "having   to   stop   working   at   my   installation   in   the   mountains   now 

from work in den bosch"

feed her and change her and lastly also talking a nice stroll with myrthe home 

there with her both in culemborg but also in utrecht reaching the parks where to 

walking to the city center several times before going back to holland and walking 

really exploring and now filming with livia in mestre despite the bad weather and 

13182: "filming of public spaces resumed after weeks spent in the mountains not 


